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On the Theory 01" Photographic .A.etlon, 
lll1.tstrating the connution between the Pho

tographic Agent and Electricity. 
BY J. NOTT , ESQ. 

Mr. Nott proceeded to say that " since the 
discovery of Photography, there, is, per�aps, 
no branch of electrical physics l'IIore interest
ing than the,t which comprehends the pheno
mena of phosphoreseence. For though light 
be the apprrent agent in the production oUhe 
photographic picture, yet the accompanying 
circumstances can only be satisfactorily ex
plained by a reference to electrical principles. 
Light is a term merely relative to us ; but light 

itself has no absolute existence any more than 
sound : then how unphilosophic_ are the term� 
latent light, and light in darkness, which we 
sometimes hear-as if that which is merely 
an effect could· be regarded as a cause, or as a 
physical force, at the same time thatwe know 
it is not p ossible to demonstrate the existence 
of any other physical force in nature than elec
tricity. Light is, therefo re, only an attendant 
circumstance in the production of the photo
graphic picture ; and this seems proved by the 
fact of one body impressing its image upon 
another in the dark, wheb. the bodies are ap
proximated at what, in electrical phraseology, 
is called the striking distance. As light, then, 
cannot be regarded as the photographic agent, 
electricity, which, in all probability, is the 
principle of light, would seem to be ; and the 
effects produced, when phosphorescence is de
Teloped through juxta-posed transparent me
dia, of different densities or electrical affini
ties, bear so striking an analogy to those which 
are produced upon a sensitive surface when 
expQaed to the action of light, reflected from 
bodies in different of intensity, as to render it 
more th·an probable, that what " is understood 
by the term photography, is' a simple case of 
phosphorescence by insolation. For, as we 
find that some parts of the sensitive surface 
then exhibit what may be called an elective af
finity for certain substances, while others do 
not,..these effects can only be the result of si
multaneous attractions and repulsions ; the 
manifestation of which is inconcei'rable inde
pendently of the presence of electricitry.
The question then arises, if the photographic 
picture be the result of electrical 21ction, why 
may not th� color as well as the contour of bo
dies be taken down, seeing that color is not a 
propel'ty of matter, bllt is a property of light ? 
All bodies are seen only by reflected light, 
and their <)olors vary in tint according to the 
position of the spectator, with respect to the 
plane of reflexion. For instance: in the nor
mal of the plane of reflexion, the color of bo
dies is most distinct ; and at every deviation of 
this point the local tint changes, and, in ma
ny cases, is extinguished when the eye of the 
spectator reaches the angle of total reflexion. 
Thus, then, when the reflected light is the 
strongest, the color of bodies is least percepti
ble, and vice versa. These considerations in
duced me to tty what compar"tive effects 
would be produced upon a sensitive surface by 
light reflected at various angles of incidence 
from the plane of the picture. The efiects 
w'hich were thus produeed were analogous to 
those which are observed in nature ; the local 
tints of the bodies represented varying with 
every change that was made in the angle of 
reflexion in which the picture was taken 
down, and the direct ray invariably gave less 
picturesque results than when a parallel glass 
was used. In some specimens taken with the 
parallel glass, when they were looked at di
rectly, all the appearances of a radiating re
ttElxion were presented ; and, when looked at 
�bliquely, all those of a specular reflexion, as 
if the sun were actually shining within the 
picture itself. The� results gale promise 
thl\t ,�,pme remarkable effect would,b,e produ
\lea, 'b'Y polarized light : I therefore had a 
small sun-dial made, the style of which was 
formed by a bit of very fine silver wire ; and 
from the centre of the dial a bit af the same 
W'�ile lVas erected perpendicularly 80 that the 
hour angle and the sun's azimuth were given 
at Le same instant. By means of this instru
meht, I was able to determine, with accuracy, 
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the other 'alkalies, is used in conjunction with 
the ferrocyonide. The iron to be case-harden
ed, requires to be heated to nearly a red heat, 
after which it is to be plunged in the ferrocy
anide previously fused in another vessel. 

To clean Britannia Ware. 
Britannia ware should be first rubbed with 

a woollen cloth and sweet oil : then washed ill 
water and suds, and rubbed with soft leather 
and whiting. Thus treated it will retain its 

the position of the sun with respect to th e 
plane of the picture that I wished to make a 
photographic representative of ; the glass of 
the camera was also made adjustable to the 
polarizing angle by an attached graduated 
quadrant. When, by these means, the light 
was polarized into the camera, by a double re
flexion, from the plane of the picture and from 
the parallel glass, I found that the objects in 
deep shadow and those in sunlight were taken 
down simultaneously and with equal precision, 
without the slightest trace of .olarlzabon : 
exbibitmg a sunlight view of the greatest 
truth and beauty, in which the transparen
cy of the shadows, and the effect of dis
tance produced by an exquisite §fadation of 
tint, are such as Art could scarcely hope to 
imitate. This result of polarized light seems 
doubly interesting since the recent discovery 
of Mr. Faraday, where a ray of extinguished 
polarized light is re-illumined by electricity. 
How far this discovery may enable us to de
termine the nature of the active agent con
cerned in the production of the photographic 
picture, I will not, at the present moment 
presume to decide." 

A�recent number of the London Artizan beauty to the last. 
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Eleetrieity-A Pleasing Experiment. 
Nothwithstanding the effects of the won

derful power of electricity are continually be
fore \1S" and we are constantly witnessing its 
wonaerful phenomena, with all the mysterious 
developments and results which it produces, 
we can scarcely realize how inseperably con
nected it is with all the various and ramified 
workings and changes of the natural world, 
alld its consequent connections with our own 
vital properties and powers. Tne Mechanics' 
J1fagazine relates a simple and pleasing ex
periment, illustrative of its singular effect, 
from a SImple sheet of foolsc,,� paper. The 
Magazine says : 

Place an iron-japanned tea-tray on a dry, 
clean beaker glass ; then take a sheet of fool
sca¥ writing paper, and hold it close to the fire 
until its hygrometric moisture is dissipated, 
but not so as to scorch it ; in this state it is 
one of the finest electrics we have. Hold one 
end down on a 'table with the finger and thumb 
and give it about a dozen strokes with a large 
piece of India rubber from the left to the right 

beginning at the top. Now take it up by two 
of the corners and bring it over the tray, and 
it wiIi fall down on it like a stone ; if the fin
ger be now brought under the tray, a sensible 
shock will be felt. Now lay a needle on the 
tray, with its point ptojecting outwards, re
move the paper, and a star sign of the nega
tive electricity will be seen ; return the paper 
and the positive brush will appear. In fact, 
it forms a very extemporaneous electophorous, 
which will give a spark an inch long, and 
strong enough to set fire to some combustible 
bodies, and to exhibit all the electric phenom
ena not requiring coated surfaces. If four 
beaker glasses be placed on the floor, and a 
book placed upon them, a person may stand on 
them insulated ; if he then holds the tray ver
tically, the paper will adhere strongly to it, 
and sparks may be drawn from any part of his 
body, or he may draw sparks from any other 
person as the case may be ; or he may set fire 
to some inflamable bodies touching them with 
a piece of ice. 

0.- ----------------
Ivory. 

I VOl-y is softened in the following manner : 
put your article into a mixture composed of 
three ounces of nitre and fifteen of spring wa-

contains the results of a variety of experiments 
made by Sir George Cay ley on the subject of 
different forms of shot, three of which are re
presented, figures 1, 2 and 3 in the cut. The 
explanation of these figures, with the result 
of the experiments, we give in his own words. 

" Fig. 1 is an iron shot, made heavy in front 
and furnished with feathers placed spirally, 
similar to those of an arrow. As this form o( 
shot leaves spaces �etween the ends of the 
feathers, a wooden wadding was used in addi
tion to the usual wadding, in order that the 
whole force of the powder should be commu
nicated to the missile, These waddings were, 
however, found to be inadequate, being blown 
through the spaces formed by the leathers ;
and the axis of the missile did not preserve 
the line of its flight, nor did it acquire tp.e ro
tary rifle-action. This form, when elongated 
to resemble, an arrow more �losely, was 
shattered by the explosive impulse of the 
powder. 

" Fig. 2 is a somewhat similar projectile, 
upon which a cylindrical wooden wadding is 
placed, so as to fill the bore of the gun, and 
preserve the missile concentric with the bore. 
This wadding is shod with a ring of ir.n in 
front, and presses against a shoulder formed 
upon the shot. This shot did not fly far ; the 
tall vibrated from side to side, and the re
sistance thus created soon caused the shot to 
fall down. 

" Fig, 3 is a shot with oblique feathers of 
great length, which preserves it concentric 
with the barrel of the gun : this shot general
ly went well without vibrating, spinning round 
on its axis perfectly, and its range exceeded 
that of the round shot by a quarter of a mile. 
It. chief defect is that it requires a wooden 
wadding, which would endanger intermediate 
objects ; otherwise it might be improved, as 
Sir George Cayley suggests, by a slight en
largement of the hinder part." 

Now it appears to us that �here was much 
awkwardness and deficiency of rational science 
evinced in every experiment nbove described. 
It is time for all professors of mechanical sci
ence to know that no form nor figure within 
the extent of geometry, will encounter so lit
tle resistance in proportion to its diameter, in 
passing through fluids of any kind, as the re
voloidal circular spindle,- the figure repre
sented in figure 4. By the attachment of trans
versefeathers (thin metallic> plates) it is kept 
straight in its course, even when cast solid : 
but it may easily be cast with a hollow centre 
in the rearward part. No other thaR com
mon gun wadding is required, but a substan
tial metallic disk should be adjusted between 
the wadding and the shot, and if the length of 
the spindle be equal to five diameters, the at
mospheric resistance encountered will be less 
than 1-100 of that encountered by a round 
shot. , We have h;retofore proved the practi
cability of throwing a projectile of this form, 
to the distance of 30, 40, or even 50 miles. 

ter In three or four days it will become so P tI h "-ld ti # I 
. . . .  reven ng t e ...,A a on 0... ron. soft as to obey your fingers. In t�IS s.ta�e It I The first improvement consists in adding to m�y be bea�tiful�y col�red by plungmg It mto pig iron, when in a state of fusion, from two 

spmts of wme, m. whICh the deSIred col�r has I to ten per cent of copper, tin, nickel, or anti
been previously dIssolved . . When suffiCIently mony, whereby it is rendered more malleable 
colored, extract, and gIve It any form you de- ,and less subject to oxidation, The second im
sire. The piece may be then. hardened by provement consists in coating iron with steel, 
wrapping it up in a piece of whIte paper, and or with a species ot iron containing less carcovering wit.h �ld c�m�on .salt, very dry. It bon than common cast metal ; by adding one 
should remam .m thIS sItuatI�n for twenty-f�ur part of blister steel to four parts of molten hours. Ivory IS m�rked WIth the �ol.lowmg cast iron, and then continuing to add scrap to fluid : Nitrate of SlIver 2 parts

.
; mtnc aCId the molten mass, until an iron rod is no longer one part ; water seveIl_!

a��_�lx. rendered brittle 'by being dipped in the mix-
A Chemleal Curiosity. ture. With this iron, common iron is coated 

Into a vial containing a small quanti.ty of in the same manner as in the case of covering 
sulphuret of iron, pour a little diluted sulphu- iron with brass. The third improvement con
ric acid. Sulphuretted hydrogen, a gas ex- sists in case-»ardening iron, and preventing it 
tremely fetid and disagreeable, will be imme- from rustmg, by the use of the ferrocyanide 
diately produced ; though the ingredientll here of sodiuJ;ll, calcium or barium. An alkaline 
employed were dedtitute of smell bath, formed with carbonte of soda or any of 

Fattening Turkeys. 
Experiments have been successfully tried of 

shutting up turkeys in a small room made per
fectly dark. They were fattened it is said, in 
one quarter ofthe usual time. The reason as
signed is, that they are thus kept still, and 
have nothing else to attract their attention. 

A SoUd 1"roDl Gas. 
, Carbonic acid gas and ammonical gas being 

brought in contact instantly transform them
selves into a solid called carbonate of ammonia. 

Preservation 01" Apples. 
It is said that apples dipped in Illelted wax, 

and packed in dry chopped straw, will remain 
perfectly sound for a long period. This exper
iment is well worth trying. 

Miss Burdett C outs. 
The name of this young English lady and 

heiress, has acquired considerable notoriety in 
consequence of a rumored intention of mar
riage to Louis Napoleon ; but this rumor has 
been contradicted and superseded by a report 
that she has been influenced by. the ministers 
of bigotry, and consented to give $100,000 to 
build an expensive church and support the 
clerical dignitarie. therewith connected. 
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